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Abstract. The enterprise resource planning (ERP) software market has been growing at a very fast pace over the last few years and has been predicted to keep growing rapidly in the long term. ERP systems have the potential to integrate seamlessly organizational processes using common shared information and data flows. Enterprises recently tend to implement their new enterprise information systems like ERP system in order to gain their competitive advantages and bring up their business efficiency, but the efficiency gained from this new implementation is not quite clear and is difficult to be identified. This paper presents a case study of ERP systems implementation in international construction materials procurement and purchasing company in Latvia. Specifically, this paper briefly described the business processes involved in the manufacturing and construction company and illustrated how ERP systems could be implemented and the efficiency of management system consequently enhanced. For an international company, the headquarters' successful experience can provide a guideline to assist the local office to implement new system effectively and efficiently. ERP information system supports manufacturing process and construction object related information. This paper also argues that ERP systems are an increasingly important source of organizational change with major implications for the organization and management of work.
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1. Introduction

To achieve business targets and maintain long-term competitive advantage, real-time and precise operation flows must be integrated within the organization, and information technology and limited company resources must be fully utilized as well.

Information technology has been a force multiplier for organizations desirous of gaining a competitive edge in a global business environment. The need to share large quantities of data effectively and efficiently between suppliers, customers, geographically dispersed units, and internal functional departments necessitated the development of integrated information systems (Monk, Wagner 2009: 4). In this light, many enterprises have devoted themselves to implementing enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems. Enterprise resource planning systems are examples of the most strategic tools a business can employ. ERP is a software package that attempts to integrate all departments and functions of a company onto a single computer system that can serve all different departments’ needs. ERP systems have transformed the way organizations go about the process of providing information systems. They help integrate company operations by creating a computing environment that includes a central database for sales and marketing, production and materials management, accounting and finance, and human resource functional business data (Monk, Wagner 2009: 27). The functional areas are further divided into modules that comprise the integrated information system environment to meet the demands of the company’s strategic objectives and goals.

Throughout the 1990s, most large industrial companies installed ERP systems; that is, massive computer applications allowing a business to manage all of its operations (finance, requirements planning, human resources, and order fulfillment) on the basis of a single, integrated set of corporate data. ERP promised huge improvements in efficiency; for example, shorter intervals between order and payments, lower back-office staff requirements, reduced inventory, and improved customer service. Every year companies invest a lot of money in the implementation of ERP systems. The ARC Advisory Group estimates that the total ERP market in 2006 was $18.4 billion and foresaw an annual growth of the market to the level of 6.7%. It means that by 2011 the value of the market will have reached $24 billion (Klos, Krebs 2008). Encouraged by these possibilities, businesses around the world invested some $300 billion in ERP during the decade (Dorien, Malcolm 2000; Everdingen et al. 2000).

Over the past few years, limited research has been conducted about ERP implementation issues: mainly case studies in individual organizations have been reported. Since 2000, numerous reviews on ERP projects have been undertaken in Europe or in USA. Some are quantitative or qualitative surveys, other are based on case studies. A major problem with such ERP case studies is that very few implementation failures challenges resulting to these failures have been recorded in the literature, and thus the reasons why implementations fail are not known to practitioners and researchers. That is a motivation toward conducting empirical studies to explore challenges, benefits, barriers and costs of ERP systems implementation.

The most of studies focus mainly on ERP implementation and how to increase the success rate of implementing ERP systems. ERP implementation projects, their impact and success factors was described by Davenport (2000), Krumbholz et al. (2000), Adam and O’Doherty (2000), Mark and van Han (2000); Markus et al. (2000); Chiara (2001); Huang and
Kim (2002), Rajagopal (2002), Umble, E. J. and Umble, M. M. (2002), Loh and Koh (2004), Dowlatshahi (2005), Soja (2006), Sun et al. (2005), Verville et al. (2005), Woo (2007). Ehie and Madsen (2005) listed business process re-engineering as one of three crucial factors for ERP project success. The importance of considering ERP success at multiple points in time was determined by Kim et al. (2005) and Ahitur et al. (2002). ERP implementation model or methodology in case-based studies was investigated by Voordijk et al. (2003), Anne and Shanks (2000), Scheer and Frank (2000), Motwani et al. (2002), Chang (2002). Huang et al. (2001) investigated relationships of an organization’s ERP system and a knowledge management system; it impacts on efficiency and flexibility. Olhager and Selldin (2003) from November 2000 to January 2001 surveyed ERP implementations in 511 Swedish manufacturing firms, concerned with ERP system penetration, the pre-implementation process, implementation experience, ERP system configuration, benefits and future directions (response rate of 32.7%). Tsai et al. (2012) survey examined the ERP implementation experiences of the top 5000 largest corporations in Taiwan to explore the status of their ERP implementation. Verville et al. (2007) looks at the process of planning in the acquisition of ERP systems studying four organization’s planning process.

Construction is the process of transforming materials and permanent equipment into a finished facility. Compared with a manufacturer who has production facilities, a construction company has different resources since several parties including the owner, designer; contractor, subcontractor, and supplier are involved in delivering the facility. With the development of new technologies such as the drawing tool, Internet, and wireless instruments, many companies now consider technological improvements an essential part of their long-term competitive strategy, and consequently try to apply these technologies. Computer technology has brought about many benefits in helping the construction industry meet increasingly complex challenges. It has achieved a wide range of successful applications at the project level such as engineering design, project estimating, scheduling, planning and control, and integrated project management. Since its applications in the construction business are still very much limited to areas such as accounting, costing, and financing functions, research is essential in exploring a wider range of usage of computers to improve the efficiency of construction business operations and management.

There are many research studies and efforts on selection and implementation of ‘generic’ ERP systems in the construction industry, for example, Acikalin et al. (2009), Chung et al. (2008, 2009), Shi and Halpin (2003), Yang et al. (2007). Van Nieuwenhuyse et al. (2011) suggest to develop an advanced resource planning module, that provides additional intelligence to ERP systems at the midterm planning level. The ARP enables planners to capture relationships among variability and uncertainty on the one hand and capacity utilization, lead time, and customer service on the other hand.

Companies that use a generic ERP system often need to configure and customize it to support their own business needs. This configuration and customization process usually takes significant time, effort, and investment. In addition, most ERP systems on the market are mainly targeted to large companies with a stable supply chain, while construction supply chains are unstable project-based in nature.
This paper presents case-study results of ERP systems implementation in international construction materials procurement and purchasing company in Latvia. The research problem originates from everyday activities of manufacturing and construction company X, which is trying to improve project progress tracking and resource management in multi-project environment.

2. Enterprise resource planning systems

ERP system is an integrated set of programs that provides support for core organizational activities such as manufacturing and logistics, finance and accounting, sales and marketing, human resources, supply chain, and customer information. An ERP system helps the different parts of an organization share data and knowledge, reduce costs, and improve management of business processes.

The evolution of the ERP concept started in the early 1960s with ‘inventory control packages’, and then with “material requirements planning: MRP”, followed by ‘manufacturing resource planning: MRP II’.

ERP systems can be categorized by price (license fee, and implementation expenses). Industry-specific versions of large ERP systems are available for many industries. Usually, big businesses need large ERP systems applications. Large ERP systems are SAP, Oracle, PeopleSoft and JD Edwards and other. Medium size businesses go for medium size ERP. The mid-range ERP applications include QAD, Microsoft’s Navision, iScala etc. Small, shoestring ERP applications are available for even the smallest enterprise. Smaller systems include popular low cost business applications that are complete but simplified systems.

2.1. Enterprise resource planning function

The enterprise resource planning intends to support one time entry of information at the point where it is created and make it available to all the systems that need it. Application integration is a methodology for moving data from application to application without reentry by integrating these applications. Thus, the data can be stored in hundreds of tables that are all part of one common database shared by multiple users from multiple places and departments for multiple purposes. This common database for the entire enterprise is referred to as internal integration (Back, Bell 1995). External integration means connecting the computer network of an enterprise or an organization with the computer networks of business partners such as clients and suppliers for information sharing and exchange. The enterprise resource planning also enables automation; thus, any benefit attributable to automation can be credited to ERP. Automation in materials management improves labour productivity by providing good documentation (Bell, Stukhart 1986).

Reengineering of business processes goes hand-in-hand with the implementation of an ERP (Subramoniam, Tounsi 2009). Processes represent “the activity and information flows necessary to accomplish a particular task or set of tasks” (O’Leary 2000: 35). Processes can differ across organizations as well as within organizations. One of the purported primary benefits of ERP systems is the standardization of these processes across the organization providing centralization of such processes. To accommodate coordination, ERP companies generally
standardize their chart of accounts and other categorization schemes along with reports and reporting procedures at the same time they standardize their operational procedures. Common practices provide the capability of integrating across various system applications, thus facilitating the integration of corporate information systems. Change management is also critical for successful ERP system implementation. It also considered as main obstacles for successful ERP implementation (Wood 2010).

Functions of ERP system can be described as follows:
- The “objective” of an ERP system is to “automate” the business processes of the enterprise, of course, for the benefits resulting from this automation; that is, supporting “e-business implementation” leading to better enterprise performance.
- The “functions” of an ERP system, which are associated with the “supply chain” of the enterprise, including both its primary business activities and its support activities, are “integrated across the enterprise” leading to higher efficiency.
- The “architecture” of an ERP system is of “modular” construction that is of dynamic structure, which makes it flexible to modifications and expansions.

Accordingly, an ERP system is a combination of the following functions: application integration, which enables data to be communicated automatically among applications; internal integration, which enables data to be stored centrally in an integrated database to be accessed by anyone in the organization who needs it; external integration, which enables the internal organizational network to be connected to all or most business partners outside the organizational boundary; and automation enabled by the applications themselves. Thus, the transformation from a non-ERP system into an ERP system is performed through these ERP functions. While all data of all functional departments reside in a central database, functional groups use the applicable software for their departments. The enterprise resource planning uses wide area networks (WANs) that enable the coordination of company activities globally. Likewise, ERP can provide an integrated working environment in its major business management functions.

2.2. Enterprise resource planning implementation

Companies implement ERP because of the tremendous benefits derived from the enterprise integration of processes and applications such as information visibility, business integration, integration of applications residing in different departments, and standardization of processes (Fryer 1999). In particular, construction companies use ERP systems to improve responsiveness in relation to customers, strengthen supply chain partnerships, enhance organizational flexibility, improve decision-making capabilities, shorten project completion time, and lower costs. Nevertheless, the construction industry has some uniqueness that should be taken into consideration by ERP vendors. The construction industry is highly fragmented, with specialized segments requiring specialized systems. It is also driven by different projects.

The problems that led to the failure of ERP implementation can be grouped into the categories of human / organizational (e.g. lack of strong and committed leadership), technical (e.g. problems in software customization and testing, and lack of technically knowledgeable staff) and economic (e.g. lack of economic planning and justification) (Sarker, Lee 2003).
O’Leary (2000) described ERP implementation problems too, especially focusing on technical and organizational problems.

The author discovered difficulties in ES implementations and suggest dividing them into the following categories: economic, technical, organizational, and social.

- Economic problems concern issues related to the company’s economic condition and they are usually connected with scarce financial resources and high costs incurred.
- Technical problems refer to the particular system solution and surrounding IT infrastructure. They are also connected with problems of information processing. Problems of technical notion “arise largely because of information processing technology” (O’Leary 2000).
- Organizational problems concern issues related to the aligning of corporate organizational structure and its procedures to an enterprise system’s needs. These problems are derived from an environment in which the system is chosen and implemented (O’Leary 2000). This group also covers issues related to the organization and execution of an implementation project.
- Social problems are connected with the people involved in a project and their attitudes. They relate to multiple stakeholders from an organization introducing an ES package as well as the system provider’s representatives.

In general, top management can customize and modify ERP implementation to incorporate non-standard and company specific processes where the derived competitive advantage and differentiation aspects are clearly demonstrated. This implementation strategy may or may not be cost effective and may pose additional challenges, e.g. maintaining adequate skills and documentation and/or encouraging ERP vendors to incorporate modifications in the future upgrades.

3. Case descriptions

3.1. General information about the studied company

Prefabrication of building components at a remote facility is shown to save space for material storage on site, assures better quality control of part production, reduces waste and enables reengineered and more efficient supply chain management. However, industrialization of the construction process requires a high level of automatization. At this point, the construction industry faces many problems, especially as far as handling of information and integration of data and information systems are concerned.

The Company P supplies metal-based components, systems and integrated systems to the construction and engineering industries. The company has a wide selection of metal products and services. Company P has operations in 27 countries and employs 11,800 people. Net sales in 2009 totalled EUR 1.95 billion, in 2010 – 2.41 billion, but in 2011 – 2.797 billion euro.

The studied company (subsequently termed company X) is a middle-size manufacturing and construction company. It is a subsidiary company of Company P in Latvia. The company was established in 1995s and had a staff of about 110. In the construction industry in Latvia, the studied company was ranked among the top five construction firms according to their annual revenue. Recently, the types of projects in which company X is involved have included:
housing and hi-tech buildings, infrastructure, and mass transit projects both in Latvia and abroad. Primarily company X produces storage house buildings, industrial halls and large store buildings. The buildings consist of load-bearing steel construction and are closed with metal roof and facade elements. In addition to the construction projects, the company also manufactures roof and facade elements for the market. The Company X has certified quality management system (ISO 9000) and environmental management system (ISO 14001).

The research problem originates from everyday activities of the company, which is trying to improve project progress tracking and resource management in multi-project environment. This resulted in an R&D project, which includes work process analysis, synthesis of common information needs for all building design and construction processes and development of data transformations needed to overcome the identified gaps in the flow of information.

The work processes at the company can be divided into three groups – (1) architectural and detailed design, (2) prefabrication and (3) construction site activities connected with installation of elements. Designer takes input from customer requirements and develops architectural and detailed design. It is the basis for manufacturing and it also produces blueprints for construction. The work is well supported by CAD tools for both load-bearing construction design and facade elements design. Prefabrication is organized as mass production and is highly automated. Company X also produces and realizes steel roof, facade etc. elements ordered by individuals for private houses building. Industrialized production of building elements is integrated with other business activities such as sales, purchasing and logistics via the enterprise information system composed of several different programs. Construction site activities include organization and monitoring of the element's installation works.

Prefabrication and construction processes usually run in parallel, which is why close coordination between these two groups of activities is needed. At the construction site, costly delays can occur if the manufacturing plant does not provide building elements on time. On the other hand, early production of building elements when they are not needed increases the cost of storage. It makes on site material manipulation more complex and seriously affects other projects in a multi-project environment.

Historically, Company X had maintained different information systems for different business functions such as accounting, production, marketing, purchasing, etc. These legacy systems had its own methods and systems of collecting and storing information based upon it needs. Although these systems enabled managers to improve decision making within a specific functional area, these systems lacked functional integration and made communication and cooperation among business functions exceedingly difficult. Consequently, a company as a whole is losing its competitive edges because it is not able to realize its full potential.

Company X had developed several single-functionality programs to facilitate independent management. For instance, for architectural and detailed design personnel use AutoCad program. A construction information system was developed to collect company information and it was based on FoxPro programming language. Despite being out of date, the systems were able to meet the basic requirements of conventional construction management style. Owing to the need to provide more real and accurate information for both top management staff and project clients, company X decided to evaluate whether it was necessary to implement an ERP system to enhance its IT competence.
During 2007 Company X initiated a 2-month evaluation study to look at the possibility to introduce an ERP system. Employees were kept well-informed during this evaluation period and were encouraged to comment on the initiative. Finally the system selected was iScala, because of this system using in other representativs in other countries. Once the decision to adopt was made, a central ERP manufacturing team was formed comprising 4 divisional representatives from Company X and two IT consultants from parent company, as well as 3 external consultants. This group partly had worked together before. The team was co-located in an office area at the Company X in Latvia. Those selected for the team were generally the individuals within a particular division who were most knowledgeable about ERP systems, having attended professional events about such systems, and having been involved in the evaluation discussions.

3.2. The components of ERP system

ERP begins with the identification of a customer objective or targeted goal for an implementation. The implementation may be the result of a new technology choice, reengineering the business, organizational restructuring, improving operations, or vertical integration. The definition of the objective allows ERP to identify the relevant process areas in which the business wants to gain greater value. ERP offers the following business process areas under which customer requirements can be related – enterprise planning, product development and marketing, asset management, organization and personnel, procurement logistics, production logistics, revenue and cost controlling, and external accounting.

The components of an ERP system are:

- **ERP Software** – Module based ERP software is the core of an ERP system. Each software module automates business activities of a functional area within an organization. Common ERP software modules include product planning, parts purchasing, inventory control, product distribution, order tracking, finance, accounting and human resources aspects of an organization.

- **Hardware and Operating Systems** – Many large ERP systems are UNIX based. Windows NT and Linux are other popular operating systems to run ERP software. Legacy ERP systems may use other operating systems.

- **Business Processes** – Business processes within an organization fall into three levels – strategic planning, management control and operational control. ERP has been promoted as solutions for supporting or streamlining business processes at all levels.

- **ERP Users** – The users of ERP systems are employees of the organization at all levels, from workers, supervisors, mid-level managers to executives.

In an ERP environment, two stakeholders generally participate in the implementation process: an internal project team to define the needs and an external contractor to provide a system to satisfy the requirements.

As depicted in Figure 1 in Company X, a project team consists of key users. During the implementation process, key users communicate with the contractors and learn system functionality and uses. Once the ERP system has been implemented, the key users then train end users. Key users and end users both interact directly with the ERP system. The external
contractors may need to employ consultants, vendors, and third parties. The consultants communicate with key users to establish the acquiring organization’s standard operating procedures and identify differences between the organization’s business requirements and the functionality provided by the ERP system. The vendors and third parties may provide solution, design, or customization support according to standard operating procedures specifications, install the ERP system, and provide training to key users.

User acceptance is a key factor of ERP system implementation (Singh, Wesson 2009; Woo 2007) and consequently, its success (Vathanophas 2007). The organization should adopt an implementation process that may lead to user acceptance.

3.3. ERP evaluation process

Usually before implementing an ERP system, company develops a four-phase implementation plan to obtain desired information and to make necessary decisions, which are beneficial to its ERP implementation:

1. Self evaluation of the feasibility of ERP implementation.
2. Request for Proposal (RFP) preparation.
3. ERP systems evaluation.
4. ERP contract negotiation.

Some substantial issues in each using phase are depicted below.

To evaluate the feasibility of ERP implementation, company X formed a project team to deal with the affairs of ERP implementation. The project team included four members: one project manager, who is an IT department manager, three company staffs (from accounting, production and sales departments) and one outsourcing vendor.
Before preparing the RFP, company X invited iScala ERP vendor to demonstrate this system and to provide system functionalities and requirements, as well as to adopt company lists and preliminary quotations. Simultaneously, company X conducted a self inspection program for collecting the requirement information on ERP implementation. The self inspection program gathered basic ERP requirements of all departments, depicted the current working processes of all departments, and assembled the working processes and ERP requirements according to a centralized management perspective.

Based on the results of the self inspection program and the data provided by ERP vendor, the project team generated a description that consisted of the work scope of the required ERP system, as well as the major ERP functionalities including preliminary sub functions, and relative schedule and preliminary ERP implementation contract.

Finally, company X signed four contracts with the implementation consultant, IT hardware vendor and two software vendors, i.e. Microsoft Corporation for MS Server 2003, SQL and terminal licenses, and EPICOR company, i.e. iScala representative in Latvia.

The implementation consultant needs to find a construction domain consultant with IT implementation experience to help in resolving the problems of implementing a general purpose ERP system for the construction domain and performing construction domain specified customizations. As a construction domain consultant was an IT manager from Lithuania, who helped to implement the same system two years ago.

3.4. ERP implementation process and current status

In the ERP implementation proposal prepared by the project team, the estimated duration of the implementation project is about 6 months, and can be divided into three phases. During the first phase the core system (the ERP infrastructure which consists of system hardware and software) of ERP is implemented. During the second phase of ERP implementation, a construction site information system integrated with the core ERP system is implemented. During the third phase the functionality customization of human resources and accounting management systems of ERP is completed.

The implementation project was initiated on June 2007, and the project team was established on September 2007. The project team surveyed available ERP software and conducted RFP preparation for about 1 month. During October 2007, the implementation contract was awarded to an ERP implementation consultant. The contract negotiations lasted about 2 weeks. Therefore, the ERP implementation project began in November 2007. Whereas the difference between the planned schedule and actual schedule concerning system evaluation and contract negotiation was about 2 months, the implementation duration was extended from 6 to 8 months. The causes of the delay in the ERP implementation schedule were summarized as follows:

1. Company X has no experience with large scale IT implementation. Top management thus needs to carefully consider all evaluation results of the consultant and the task force provided. This decision making style wasted some implementation time.
2. Integrating the ideas and opinions of involved staff is challenging. All project team's members came from different departments. This inconsistency in the thinking of project team's members also delayed the implementation schedule.

3. A perfect implementation project is difficult to prepare. From the outset, some of the business processes of X have been described incorrectly, but some processes were not described. In addition, vendor did not properly understand some of the processes. Due to the fact that the vendor has already had experience in such projects, some of the emerging problems were solved immediately. As the implementation project proceeded, new information emerged. Some of the new ideas were put into the implementation project by some consultation meetings with the staff of company X, but some not. This unexpected change delayed the schedule to some extent. The task of education training was completed. Up to now the project is successfully completed.

3.5. The benefits of ERP system

In any discussion on implementing an ERP system, the question “What are the benefits of an ERP System?” appears early in most selection cycles. Through the use of the implemented ERP system the Company X obtained the following results:

- Enhanced company operation through streamlining, improving and controlling business processes of major importance such as procurement, customer offers, customer complaints, equipment maintenance, marketing campaigns and others.

- Significant cost-reductions and time-savings in all the above mentioned business processes.

- Ability to manage service related personnel and related costs through the use of the resource management module of the system. In the past, the company could allocate only the productive resources’ (workers and construction site related costs) cost to each company activity. Now by taking advantage of the resource management (timesheets) module of the system, the enterprise is able to manage the cost of the service personnel (engineering, R&D departments, etc.) involved.

- Upgraded use of the company’s already operating quality management system, which was not supported by an information system. The use of the proposed ERP system enabled the enterprise to avoid much paperwork, to reduce personnel’s occupation times with quality management issues and to provide report insight to the management.

- Flexible and efficient production planning by implementing the manufacturing management (scheduling) module of the system. Project delivery times and idle times were reduced significantly, productivity was raised, more precise delivery time assessment incurred stock level minimization and customer satisfaction improved.

- Facilitated communication and data transfer of critical information for the whole enterprise. Now employees have instant access to real-time data, documents and reports that concern their duties. View of information flow is fully customized according to each user position.
Finally, the company exploited the abilities to control sales and promotion activities through the system, received quantitative data about the results of each promotion technique and managed to increase sales department efficiency.

Here are some areas to look for possible ROI and cost saving:

- Reduce Inventory through better visibility and efficiency.
- Savings through the reduction in duplicated efforts.
- More efficient operations allowing for increase in ability to process transactions (added capacity).
- Reduction in non-value added activities (lean processing).
- Higher utilization of employees (less transactional, more analytical).
- Improvement in decision making through more accurate and real-time data.

3.6. Costs of the ERP system

Based on the ERP survey conducted by Meta Group in 2002, the average cost of ERP ownership was a $15 millions ranging from half millions to $300 millions. The average cost per user per year could be as high as $20,000. One of the most often-cited studies of the total cost of ownership (TCO) of ERP was completed by Meta Group in 2002 (Gartner acquired Meta Group in 2005). This TCO study accounted for hardware, software, professional services and internal staff costs. Costs included initial installation and the two year period that followed, which is when the real costs of maintaining, upgrading and optimizing the system for your business are felt. Among the 63 companies surveyed—including small, medium and large companies in a range of industries—the average TCO was $15 million (the highest was $300 million and lowest was $400,000). While it’s hard to draw a solid number from that kind of range of companies and ERP efforts, Meta came up with one statistic that proves that ERP is expensive no matter what kind of company is using it. The TCO for a “heads-down” user over that period was a staggering $53,320 (Wailgum 2009).

Results from a 2007 Aberdeen Group survey of more than 1,680 manufacturing companies of all sizes found a correlation between the size of an ERP deployment and the total costs. Therefore, “as a company grows, the number of users goes up, along with the total cost of software and services”, states the Aberdeen report. For example, a company with less than $50 million in revenue should expect to pay an average of $384,295 in total ERP costs, according to the survey results. A mid-market company with $50 million to $100 million in revenues can expect to pay (on average) just over a $1 million in total costs; a much bigger mid-market company, with $500 million to $1 billion in revenues, should expect to pay just over $3 million in total costs. And those companies with more than $1 billion in revenues can expect to pay, on average, nearly $6 million in total ERP costs (Wailgum 2009).

Most organisations do not understand the costs associated with an ERP system when they first commence the implementation. Poor cost estimation and scheduling leading to over budgeting and delayed implementation of ERP (Lindley et al. 2008; Francoise et al. 2009).

Chang and Lee (2011) study made explicit that project cost and schedule information should be the focus and the prime need for the construction ERP, by comparing the characteristics of
manufacturing and construction as well as analyzing the project-based construction business. A cost/schedule information system and four processes were established.

Author summarized ERP implementation costs from the Company X results. The total cost of ERP ownership includes the costs of packaged software, hardware, professional services (for ongoing maintenance, upgrades and optimization) and internal costs (see in Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Costs</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Costs of Software</td>
<td>The cost of packaged ERP software depends on the scope of implementation (the number of ERP modules and the number of end users), complexity of software and ERP vendors. ERP software that involves the integration with external business entities generally costs more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs of Hardware</td>
<td>Implementation of ERP systems routinely requires purchase of new computer hardware, systems software, network equipment and security software. The cost of hardware varies in a wide range dependent on the scope of implementation and platforms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs of Professional Services</td>
<td>The big chunk of costs of Professional Services is customization. The cost of customization can easily out-run the cost of packaged ERP software, but it is the customization of ERP software that makes an ERP a success or a failure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration</td>
<td>ERP systems won’t demonstrate its full potentials unless they are properly integrated with other enterprise software application: 1) the integration of various functional ERP modules, 2) the integration of ERP with other e-business software applications, and 3) the integration of ERP with legacy systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Conversion</td>
<td>The cost of data conversion depends on the format and the media that store the historical data. Data conversion from legacy systems to relational database management system is a time-consuming process. Data conversion may lead to further data gathering to fill the missing links in data requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>ERP systems are thoroughly tested before they go into production. ERP testing includes unit testing, component testing, regression testing, performance testing and user acceptance testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Workflow and user interface design in ERP software are more complex than average business software. ERP training is expensive because workers almost invariably have to learn a new set of processes of doing their daily tasks besides learning how to use the ERP software. To reduce the cost of ERP training and to ease the transitions from old processes to new, organizations often seek the help from training companies which are specialized in coaching workers on using ERP software from particular vendors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

ERP systems have a vital role in today’s organizations to realize their vision and strategies. Implementations of ERP systems are one of the most difficult investment projects because of large number of problems, particularly related to cost, customization, and integration with existing systems. ERP has long been applied and promoted in the manufacturing industry. The construction industry has been slow in implementing ERP. In Latvia, the main difficulties
for general contractors in applying ERP are the complexities of their working processes and habits. This research studied a case which described the selection of an ERP system by a local manufacturing and construction company in Latvia. This case study discussed some aspects of factors that influenced successful ERP implementation, it benefits and costs.

Successful ERP system implementation depends on effective project management principles. Firms implementing or considering implementing an ERP system or any system that attempts to integrate internal functions with planning and execution activities of both customers and vendors are at risk if they do not understand basic project management fundamentals. Top management support is very invaluable in ensuring that ERP projects come to fruition. This support might include providing strategic direction by being actively involved in various high-level cross-functional implementation teams. The top management support factor has next to the strongest correlation to ERP implementation of all the other factors identified.

Implementation of an ERP system is not a matter of changing the hardware or software systems, instead it entails transforming the company to a higher level of performance through a streamlined business process. When carefully conceived and successfully executed, ERP systems can changed the way companies conduct business for the better. Identification of these critical factors permits managers to obtain a better understanding of issues surrounding ERP implementation. This study provides insights to companies who are either embarking on ERP implementation or considering implementing ERP systems.

The analysis of the case study demonstrates that ERP system vendors have to work with manufacturing and construction industry professionals to improve more customized solutions for manufacturing and construction firms. That would be the best solution for implementing ERP in this industry. The ERP system can provide a general working environment for an enterprise to integrate its major business management functions by enabling automatic data communication among applications, integrated database management system, connection of the organizational network systems of business partners, and task automation. This translates into money saved on labor and productivity. The research findings suggest that the implementation of ERP can provide substantial benefits.

Successful implementation of ERP mandates continuous monitoring and self-diagnosis throughout the implementation process. The major contributions of this study can be summarized as follows:

- ERP implementation should not be viewed as just an IT solution but as a system that would transform the company into a more efficient and effective organization. Emphasis on IT infrastructure was the least correlated factor to successful ERP implementation.
- Successful implementation of ERP is intricately tied to top management setting the strategic direction of the implementation process. This factor correlates the highest with ERP implementation among all the factors identified in the study. This is accomplished by a continuous support and monitoring of the implementation process.
- Sound and thorough understanding of project management principles and its application is critically linked to successful ERP implementation.

This is accomplished by establishing the scope of the project, establishing the project team and their responsibilities with clear statement of work, and defining the performance objectives. The project management factor correlates very strongly with successful ERP implementation.
5. Limitations of the study

First, the results obtained from this study may not be generalizable considering the size of the sample; however, the results provide valuable insights for managers and executives associated with ERP implementation.

Second, the use of perceptual measures of ERP implementation success, although a common practice in the literature is highly subjective and lacks the credibility of hard data. More quantifiable measures such as actual versus projected implementation time, actual versus projected cost of implementation, operational efficiencies such as cycle time reduction, return on investment on the ERP project, and increased market revenue would have provided a better understanding of ERP implementation success.
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